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Markets recovering their poise 

• Financial markets are in the process of reversing some of the moves driven by the Russian invasion, 

amid tentative signs of progress in talks overnight. Stock markets are a sea of green with European 

indices notably outperforming (Euro Stoxx 50 +2.96%). Oil prices are down around 1.5%, having been 

down 7% at one stage. In FX markets, a 1%-odd jump in the EUR/USD has been the stand-out 

development, with movements elsewhere reasonably subdued. The NZD/USD is a little higher around 

0.6940.  
 

• Russian and Ukrainian negotiators didn’t agree to a cease-fire but Russia did say it will scale back off 

military activities near Kyiv (progress had been stalled anyway), and would take steps to “de-escalate” 

the conflict. There’s hopes for a meeting between Putin and Zelenskiy. It’s fair to say scepticism remains 

about Russia’s intentions, reflected in a well-timed sound bite from the US Secretary of State: “There is 

what Russia says and there is what Russia does; we’re focused on the latter.” 
 

• JPY weakness has been a notable feature of FX markets lately, with NZD/JPY scaling 7-year highs above 

85.00. Japanese authorities appear increasingly uncomfortable with the sliding JPY and yesterday the 

Bank of Japan stepped up bond purchases to hold down JPY yields. This has been successful in stabilising 

the JPY, which was amongst the outperformers overnight (NZD/JPY from 85.50 to 85.00).  
 

• Fed officials continue to talk around the fact they’re likely going to hike 50bps at the next meeting. It 

was Phillie Fed President Harker’s turn overnight. He expects a series of “deliberate, methodical” rate 

increases but said he was worried about inflation expectations and was consequently “very open to going 

faster” and “wouldn’t take 50 basis points off the table for the next meeting”. 
 

• The Aussie budget was delivered overnight. A reduced budget deficit was a feature (-3.4% of GDP from -

4.4%), as were relatively contained debt projections (27.6% GDP at June 2022 rising to 33.1% of GDP by 

June 2025). Some of the key policy initiatives announced included: measures to help offset the rising ‘cost 

of living’, support for small business cash flow, and support for trade and tourism. 
 

• Yesterday’s belter of an Aussie retail sales print provided a possible steer on what we can expect in NZ 

as case numbers start to wind down and mobility increases again. The 1.8% m/m increase in February was 

double the consensus increase (CBA +1%), and the second highest dollar spend in history. Strength was 

focussed on discretionary spending areas like cafes & restaurants (+9.7%), department stores (+ 11.1%) 

and clothing (+11.2%). 
 

• Local Recap: The front end of the NZ swap curve was dragged up to another set of fresh highs yesterday 

in the wake of the prior night’s lift in offshore yields. One and two year swap yields lifted to 6½ and 7-year 

highs respectively. But the longer end continued to rise by less, flattening the curve. On the popular 2s10s 

metric, the swap curve is now again approaching the +15bps lows of earlier in the month, a sign that 

markets are factoring in a decent economic slowdown ahead.  
 

• Day ahead: We suspect this afternoon’s ANZ Business Outlook survey for March will show the general 

business climate worsening, from already concerning levels. Should cost and pricing measures rise further 

from already sky-high levels, we’d be left mulling upside risk on our forecast for a 7% peak in inflation. 

From the second-tier we also get NZ building consents figures at 10:45am and US ADP employment 

numbers tonight.  
 

• Author: mike.jones@asb.co.nz 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6941 0.7% NZD/SEK 6.4725 -1.1% CRB Index 299.245 -2.6% Dow 35261 0.9%

NZD/AUD 0.9238 0.3% NZD/NOK 6.0229 0.2% NZX WMP #N/A N/A #VALUE! S&P 500 4623 1.0%

NZD/EUR 0.6259 -0.4% NZD/THB 23.25 -0.2% Gold $/o 1917.78 -0.3% NASDAQ 14620 1.8%

NZD/JPY 85.30 0.0% AUD/USD 0.7513 0.4% WTI Oil $/b 102.8 -3.0% FTSE 7537 0.9%

NZD/GBP 0.5299 0.6% EUR/USD 1.1088 1.0%  NZD Swap Rates (%) DAX 14820 2.8%

NZD/CAD 0.8669 0.4% USD/JPY 122.89 -0.7% OCR 1.00 0.00 CAC-40 6792 3.1%

NZD/CHF 0.6460 0.2% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) 3mth 1.61 0.00 H.Seng 21928 1.1%

NZD/HKD 5.4327 0.7% NZ 3.33 -0.02 1yr 2.74 0.02 Nikkei 28252 1.1%

NZD/SGD 0.9412 0.3% US 2.41 -0.05 2yr 3.28 0.03 ASX200 7464 0.7%

NZD/DKK 4.6556 -0.3% Aust 2.90 -0.01 5yr 3.46 0.01 NZX50 11920 0.0%
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